Sausage'Dog'Hotel'Terms'&'Conditions
Please'read'through'and'if'you'have'any'questions'or'concerns,'just
let'us'know'prior'to'your'booking.

All'dogs'are'supervised'24'hours'per'day.
Unlike'many'other'dog'boarding'operations,'and'almost'all'kennels,'your'dog'will'never'be'left'alone
at'any'time,'except'in'emergencies'or'exceptional'circumstances.

All'dogs'are'given'at'least'1'walk'of'an'hour'or'more'per'day.
Dogs'are'always'walked'in'one'large'group'and'often'travel'to'and'from walking locations by car.
If'you'would'prefer'your'dog'to'be'walked'alone'on'shorter'walks, or even not to be walked at all, just
let us know and we'will'do'our'best'to' accommodate'this'wherever'possible.

All'dogs'are'free'to'roam'around'our'house'and'garden'at'will.
Our'garden'is'fully'enclosed'and'secure,'and'all'areas'of'the'house'that'are'open'to'the'dogs'are'safe
and'dogKproofed.'If'you'would'like'your'dog'to'be'confined'alone,'either'for'training'purposes'or'
behavioural'issues'with'other'dogs,'please'just'discuss'this'with'us'in'advance.

Any'special'circumstances'must'be'discussed'with'us'prior'to'booking
If'your'dog'has'any'history'of'behavioural'problems'with'other'dogs,'or'needs'any'special'treatment
or'handling,'please'let'us'know'in'as'much'detail'as'possible'prior'to'booking.'We'like'all'dogs'to
have'fun'with'each'other'in'a'relaxed'environment,'so'if'any'dog'is'overly'agrressive'to'the'other'dogs
whilst'in'our'care,'or'poses'a'threat'of'any'kind,'they'may'be'safely'crated'for'the'protection'of'all.
This'will'only'ever'be'done'as'a'last'resort'in'exceptional'circumstances.

All'property'is'left'at'the'owner's'risk
We'love'it'when'the'sausages'bring'their'own'beds,'blankets,'favourite'toys'etc,'but'any'damage'or'
destruction'of'property'due'to'everyday'sausage'fun'and'antics'will'be'considered'accidental'and'will
not'be'replaced'or reimbursed by'Sausage'Dog'Hotel.

Photos'and'video'of'your'dog'during'their'stay
We'take'a'lot'of'photos'and'videos'of'all'the'dogs'that'stay'with'us,'and'share'these'daily across social
media, and our'own'webKsite.'If'for'any'reason'you'do'not'wish'photos of your dog to be shared
publicly,'please'make'this'clear'prior'to'leaving'your'dogs'with'us. All photos remain our copyright.
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Sausage'Dog'Hotel'Guest'Information'sheet
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SECTION'A''?'DETAILS'ABOUT'YOUR'DOG'(contd)
How$many$meals$per$day?
Regular$food/s
Portion$size$per$meal
Is$your$dog$allowed$treats?

Yes$/$No

Our$own$dogs$Stanley$&$Ollie$eat$primarily$a$raw$food$diet,$which$all$guests$are$welcome$to$try$whilst$here.
Would$you$like$your$dog$to$try$a$raw$food$diet$whilst$staying$with$us?

Yes$/$No

Is$your$dog$allowed$to$eat$fresh$bones$on$occasion?

Yes$/$No

Is$your$dog$allowed$to$eat$fresh/frozen$raw$chicken$wings?

Yes$/$No

Is$your$dog$allowed$to$eat$fresh$fruit$and$vegetables?

Yes$/$No

Is$there$any$food$your$dog$is$not$allowed$to$eat?

Yes$/$No
Yes$/$No

If$yes$please$give$details:

When$traveling$to/from$our walking locations,$all$dogs$travel$within$my$car,$fondly$known$as$the$Sausagemobile. We use crates provided by
Safedog.co.uk, which are crash-tested and widely considered to be the highest quality, safest products available - If there is a specific reason
you need your dog to travel outside of the crate, you must discuss this with us prior to their stay, and provide an alternative option such as
their own crate/harness or carrier. For the safety of all dogs and humans, no dogs will be allowed to travel without some kind of restraint.

Where$does$your$dog$normally$sleep?

Is$your$dog$fully$housetrained?

Yes$/$No

Are$there$any$specific$commands$that$your$dog$responds$to?

Yes$/$No

If$yes$please$give$details:

Please$use$this$area$to$let$us$know$anything$else$about$your$dog$that$would$be$useful$in$regard$to$their$stay:

Customer$signature:

Sausage'Dog'Hotel'Guest'Information'sheet
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SECTION'B''>YOUR'CONTACT'DETAILS'AND'INFO
Owner's(name/s:

Main(telephone(number:
(Work/alternate(numbers:
Address:

E;mail(address:

Are(you(on(Facebook?

Yes(/(No

Emergency(contact(Name:
Emergency contact phone #:
Emergency(contact(address:

Do(you(authorise(this(person(to(look(after(your(dog/s(in(case(of(emergency?

Yes(/(No

SECTION'C''>'AGREEMENT'AND'ACCEPTANCE'OF'LIABILITY
Whilst(every(effort(is(taken(here(at(Sausage(Dog(Hotel(to(keep(all(dogs(safe,(happy(and(entertained,(of(course(
there(are(sometimes(factors(beyond(our(control,(and(accidents(can(happen.(In(the(unlikely(event(that(your(dog(
becomes(injured(or(unwell(while(in(our(care,(and(we(deem(a(visit(to(a(vets(is(required,(we(will(take(your(dog(either
to(our(regular(vet,(or(the(closest(vet(if(needed.(As(the(owner,(you(assume(all(costs(incurred(that(fall(outside(either(
your(or(our(insurance(coverage.(In(addition,(if(your(dog(is(responsible(for(any(injury(to(another(dog,(animal(or
person(whilst(either(at(home(with(us,(or(in(a(public(place,(you(accept(financial(liablity(for(injury(to(the(3rd(party,(if
the(incident(is(deemed(to(have(been(caused(by(your(dog.(In(the(event(of(any(dispute(as(to(blame,(Sausage
Dog(Hotel's(decision(will(be(final.

By(signing(this(agreement,(I(agree(to(accept(liability(as(outlined(above,(and(confirm(that(I(have(read(and(
accept(the(terms(and(conditions(of(Sausage(Dog(Hotel(in(the(attached(sheet.

Customer(signature:

MIXING DOGS FROM DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLDS
Here at Sausage Dog Hotel we board dogs from more
than one household at a time in addition to our own 2
resident dogs - This socialisation is in most cases the
primary reason our clients choose to have their dogs
with us, and as we only accept one breed, and always
do a trial visit and/or familiarisation session before
taking any new boarders, there has never been any
issue arising from this. However as a condition of our
licensing and liability, you must give your consent below
before we are able to accept your dog for boarding:
I understand that my dog/s will be boarded and walked together with
Sausage Dog Hotel’s resident dogs Stanley & Ollie, and give my full
permission for them to mix together during their stay:
I understand that my dog/s will be boarded and walked together with
guest dogs boarding from multiple other households, and give my full
permission for them to mix together during their stay:
I confirm that before boarding my dog/s at Sausage Dog Hotel, they
have undergone a trial visit and/or familiarisation session with a mixture
of other dogs, and happy to proceed with their stay:
Customer signature:
Print name:
Date:

VACCINATIONS
Here at Sausage Dog Hotel we are happy to accept
dogs whose owners choose not to give them the
traditional annual or bi-annual vaccinations, providing
they are titer-tested and have the necessary levels of
antibodies. However since this is a relatively new
approach, and could theoretically pose an additional
risk, our license and liability requires that you sign the
following to confirm you are happy to proceed with
boarding:

I understand that my dog/s may possibly be boarded and walked
together with guest dogs who choose titer-testing as an alternative to
traditional vaccinations, and give my full permission for them to mix
together during their stay:

Customer signature:
Print name:
Date:

PUPPIES UNDER 6 MONTHS OF AGE
Here at Sausage Dog Hotel we are happy to accept
puppies at a young age, providing they have had the
required vaccinations. However since they are still new
to socialisation, our license and liability requires that
you sign the following to confirm you are happy to
proceed with boarding:
I understand that my puppy will be boarded and walked together with
Sausage Dog Hotel’s resident dogs Stanley & Ollie, and give my full
permission for them to mix together during their stay:
I understand that my puppy will be boarded and walked together with
guest dogs boarding from multiple other households, and give my full
permission for them to mix together during their stay:

Customer signature:
Print name:
Date:

